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Abstract
SESAM Software Engineering Simulation by Animated Models is an education
tool for project managers who want to learn how to lead projects successfully with
out spending time and money in real projects SESAM consists of a model building
and a simulation component The SESAM system is mainly based on graph gram
mars The real project world is described by objects and relationships between ob
jects which build a graph structure The graph structure is manipulated by graph
rewriting rules during the simulation We describe the graph grammar approach as
well as our extensions of the notation and present some realization aspects of the
SESAM system
 Introduction
In the past twenty years there was signicant eort devoted to the development
of dierent graph grammar approaches Graph grammars have been applied
in a variety of elds both in the computer science area and other sciences like
biology In this paper we want to present the software engineering application
system SESAM which is based on the very powerful combination of a graph
grammar approach and system dynamics
SESAM Software Engineering Simulation byAnimatedModels is a sim
ulation system for software projects Students as well as practitioners should
learn how to lead software projects eectively without spending or even wast
ing time and money in real projects The idea was rst stated in 	
	 	
after having implemented three prototypes we have completed the SESAM
c
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system in 		

SESAM consists of two components the model building component which
allows users process engineers to build models of software projects and
the simulation component which allows users project leaders to animate
those models and to simulate software projects as an interactive game
To reect the real world in the simulation model we use objects and rela
tionships between objects which are characterized by attributes As an exam
ple the objects developer and specification could be connected by the re
lationship writes possible characterizing attributes for the object developer
are name age or experience These objects and relationships form a graph
structure which is manipulated during the simulation by a set of graph rewrit
ing rules These graph rewriting rules basically model eects which can be
observed during real software projects like hiring new project members or in
creased productivity after having successfully introduced a new tool In con
trast to conventional graph rewriting systems SESAM rules not only reect
the changes concerning the graph structure but also the changes of attribute
values with simulation time To achieve the highest possible exibility in
computing the attribute values we have extended the notation for the graph
rewriting rules by system dynamics elements 
Before going into the details of the graph rewriting rules designed for our
simulation system we describe related work in the next section In the third
section we explain the used graph grammar approach Thereafter we discuss
some realization aspects of the SESAM system and close with experiences and
future research directions
 Related Work
In the software engineering eld there are only few systems which make use
of graph grammars One main application area is the construction of syntax
directed editors In contrast to our approach which uses graphs to model the
whole software process graphs are most often used as data structures for single
documents like specications designs programs etc  The modications
allowed on the graph are described by graph grammar productions
Kaplan Goering and Campbell 
 and Dolado  follow this approach
They use graph grammars to describe formalisms and tools to support the
software development process
Nagl adapts this idea in the IPSEN project  IPSEN is a case tool
which oers syntaxdirected editors for each document of the software lifecycle
Within the IPSEN project Schurr has developed PROGRES a specication
tool for syntaxdirected editors PROGRES itself is a syntaxdirected editor
which accepts graph grammars as input and is able to generate C or Modula
 code from these graph grammars This way the editors can be produced
almost automatically using graph grammars as a basis

SESAM is available via ftp For more information mail to sesaminformatikuni
stuttgartde with subject sesam info

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Gottler uses graph grammars to specify editors for graphic languages like
SADT ESADT or GRAFCET a petri net based graph   Shikida
et al  also developed a generator based on graph grammars to specify
graphical editors for petri nets
But there are also some other applications of graph grammars in the eld of
software engineering As an example ParisiPresicce  uses graph grammars
as basic data structures for an expert system to derive a modular system design
from a given specication Jones and Stine  have built a generator for
graphic user interfaces graph grammars describe the data structures needed
and the operations to be performed on the graph
 Graph Grammars
The theoretical foundations of the graph grammar approach we use in SESAM
have been described by Gottler  his approach is mainly based on set theory
Generally a graph grammar consists of a marked directed graph and a
set of graph productions Gottler has dened a special notation to describe a
graph production the socalled Xform

 The Xform consists of the following
four parts
indE
detE
del
new
a
ab
d
c
b1
2 3
4
5
6
Fig  The Xform graph grammar

The delpart represents the subgraph which has to be deleted from the host
graph vertex  and the edge from vertex  to vertex  in gure 

detE denes the deterministic environment ie the subgraph which is iden
tically replaced vertex 

new describes the subgraph which will be inserted vertices  and  and all
edges connected to these vertices

The part indE the indeterministic environment species how the newly
inserted subgraph has to be connected to the host graph vertices  and 
Please notice that del  detE corresponds to the left side of a graph grammar
production and new  detE corresponds to the right side Compared to the
conventional notation of graph grammar productions with the subgraph to
match on the left and the new one to be inserted on the right side the Xform
allows a more simple representation It is possible to mark edges between detE
and indE as to create or to delete see gure  This prevents from deleting

The Xform is as powerful as the Yform described in 	 but more e
cient to implement

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a node rst in subgraph del and then inserting again the same node in
subgraph new
To extend the expressive power of this graph grammar approach Gottler in
troduces attributes which are associated with vertices Graph productions can
be extended by mathematical functions to compute the values of its attributes
Additionally pre and postconditions can be formulated A condition is a logic
predicate using the attributes of a graph production A graph production can
only be applied if the precondition is true whereas the postcondition ensures
that the state after the subgraph replacement is still valid
In general a graph production can be applied if a subgraph isomorphic
to del  detE is found in the host graph and the precondition is true If
more than one graph production is applicable a graph production is chosen
nondeterministicly The system stops if there exists no more applicable graph
production
 Rule Description
 Basic Notation
SESAM rules are extensions of the graph productions introduced in chapter 
We slightly adapted the notation proposed by Gottler to enhance readability
taking into account that model builders and model users possibly are not
familiar with the theoretical foundations
Figure  shows a simple graph production noted as a SESAM rule a and
as a Xform graph production b
a) SESAM-Rule b) X-Form
writes
+
+
+
writes
State
Size
Size
+
+
+
+
del
detE new
indE
specification
Document
Document
design
x
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
+ +
+
+
+
++
++ ++ r2
r1
x
Document
Document
design
specification
Developer
specification.Size >= 100;
x.State := ’WriteDesign’;
design.Size := 0;
Condition
Effects
PRE =
specification.Size >= 100;
BODY = begin
Developer writes
x.State := ’WriteDesign’;
design.Size := 0;
end;
Fig  The same graph production a in SESAM b in Xform
The rule describes the situation of a developer who shall stop writing the
specication and begin working on the design document In our SESAM
notation this is expressed by marking the writesedge between developer
x and document specification with minus signs ie this edge must be
removed from the graph The elements marked with plus signs are newly
created as soon as the production can be applied

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In gure  you can also recognize three attributes state is an attribute
of vertex x size is an attribute of both specification and design The
precondition expresses that this graph production can only be applied if the
attribute size has crossed a special value  pages for example After
the application of the graph production the attribute state of the vertex x
has been changed to WriteDesign and the attribute size of the new vertex
design has been set to the inital value 
This graph grammar approach allows to describe a lot of eects that can
be observed in real software projects However there is no interaction with the
player To solve this problem and for ecient simulation of software projects
we need the concepts of events and system dynamics
a) Events b) System Dynamics
writes
r
Effects
writes
r
+
whom: x
LetSpecify
++
++
+
++
++
+ +
Document
specificationDeveloper
x
Developer
x
Document
specification
Length
specification.Length = 25
Fig  Sample SESAMRules
 Events
As discussed in chapter  SESAM players adopting the role of the project
manager trigger actions during the simulation eg they assign new tasks
to their project members Thus the player must be able to interact with
the system while the simulation is running To achieve this we extended the
graph grammar approach by the socalled events Events are part of the rule
condition ie the interacting rules are only applied during the simulation
if the graph structure can be identied in the host graph the precondition is
evaluated to true and the event has occured In fact the event concept is an
extension of the rule condition part
Figure a shows an example of a rule with an event condition This rule
can only be applied if the player schedules the event LetSpecify Events may
possess parameters eg the developer who shall begin to specify
 System dynamics
The SESAM rule notation does not only allow for discrete changes of attribute
values but also for continuous changes with simulation time This possibility
is crucial for our purposes since we have to model the progress of the software
projects with time As an example the document length increases continu
ously as long as a developer works on it To this end we integrated the concept
of the rate taken from system dynamics A rate is connected to a continuous

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attribute and is in fact a mathematical function describing the changes of the
attribute value with simulation time
Figure b shows an example with a continuous attribute Length and a
rate The rate increases the value of the attribute Length by  pages a day
assumed a day has been chosen as the time unit for the simulation
 Realization Aspects
The realization of the concepts described above has been nished in 		
SESAM is implemented in Smalltalk and running on workstations with
ObjectworksSmalltalk
 or VisualWorks In this section we want to present
some aspects of the implemented system
The use of an object oriented programming language allowed for a straight
forward implementation of the modeling concepts sketched above The inter
nal state of the game is implemented as a graph structure consisting of vertices
and edges representing the objects and the relationships between these ob
jects Both vertices and edges are realized as Smalltalk objects which possess
instance variables for their attributes
A model consists of an initial graph the socalled situation model and a
set of rules which can possibly be applied to this graph
A rule is applicable if rstly a subgraph isomorph to the left side of the
rule can be found in the graph secondly the attribute values of the subgraph
match the attribute condition of the rule and thirdly the events of the event
condition occurred
An instance of the rule can be activated if the rule is applicable Activation
of a rule instance means that the vertices and edges of the rule are bound to
corresponding objects of the subgraph After having activated an instance
of a rule vertices and edges of the subgraph may be deleted new vertices
or edges may be created or attribute values may be recomputed A rule
instance remains active until the attribute condition is false or the situation
model changes such that the subgraph bound to the rule instance is no longer
isomorph to the left side of the rule As a consequence the rule instance has
to be deactivated
Each time the state of the graph is changed the simulator starts a rule
application cycle which is executed in the following steps
i First all activated rule instances which no longer match the graph will be
deactivated
ii If there exists an applicable rule an instance of it will be activated If
there is more than one applicable rule or one rule matches several dierent
subgraphs a rule and a subgraph are chosen nondeterministicly
iii Steps i and ii are repeated until no more rule instance can be deacti
vated i and no more rule instance can be activated ii

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 Experiences and Future Directions
In software engineering education we face a problem Students are taught the
basic principles of software project management but have almost no opportu
nity to apply this knowledge to real software projects With SESAM we solve
this problem by oering courses in software project management where stu
dents play the role of the project leader To allow students to concentrate on
project management tasks we decided to cut o all real development activities
and to use a simulation model instead
Since nishing the system SESAM a complete project can be simulated
within one or two days At the end of the project students can analyse every
move of the game They can restart the game at any time So they are able
to observe the eects of dierent decisions on the result of the whole project
The modeling approach realized in SESAM turned out to be suitable for
our purposes First the notation used to describe the project eects is easy to
handle This allows users to adapt and change our SESAM models to reect
their specic constraints and conditions Second the notation allows to create
very negrained models ie many details of the real world can be included in
SESAM models This aids in building realistic models such that the students
are able to apply their new knowledge in real software projects
A tradeo of the negranularity is the growth of realistic models they
consist of several hundreds of rules Currently we are working on a mechanism
to group the rules into modules which are much more comprehensible
The implementation language Smalltalk was suitable to realize our ideas
However as the models are growing the Smalltalk system is getting more and
more inecient Currently we are working on local optimizations especially
we try to reduce the number of rules before the subgraph matching process
starts
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